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Buyers & Sellers Would Both Benefit From Making Greater Use of Google
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Homeowners would benefit from
Googling the names of prospective
home repair vendors, too. There’s
no quicker way to find the reputation, if any, of a vendor, because
Google will, in less than a second,
produce links for news reports,
blogs, and you-name-it about any
name you give it.
(Let me reiterate here a suggestion I’ve made before about vendors, and that is to ask me or another Realtor you trust for a referral, because, unless we’re new in
the business, we have used every
type of vendor you can imagine,
and we’re only going to recommend someone who will reflect
well on us. And then still Google
any vendor name we give you!)
A caveat: In a previous column I
wrote about an unnamed agent I
had never heard of who falsely
claimed he had been Lakewood’s
top listing agent for 10 years. You
can’t verify or disprove that using
Google. For that you need access
to the MLS that only agents have.

This Week’s Featured New Listing:
Affordable Ranch in Mountain Ridge
As you already know if you
$400,000
saw my columns of Jan. 8 and
Feb. 19, the Village at Mountain
Ridge enjoyed 9.7% appreciation
in 2008 on top of 17% appreciation in 2007. So, the offering of a
ranch-style home in VMR for only
$400,000 is something to celewww.225CanyonPoint.com
brate — and to check out before
it’s gone. At press time, this home is not yet on the MLS, but it will be
shortly, and you’ll love such features as its great landscaping, new hardwood flooring, and its finished walk-out basement with a 26’x28’ family
room. There are 2 bedrooms on each level, 4 bathrooms, a main-floor
study, 2 fireplaces, and 3,208 finished square feet. The original deck in
back has been completely rebuilt in pressure treated & synthetic lumber.
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